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Some Features of Yalálag Zapotec Syntax and Semantics 

 

 

 Introduction 

 

This paper highlights some features of Yalálag Zapotec syntax and semantics.  Section 1. 

describes some facts about Progressive Aspect structure in Yalálag. This section also give an 

overview of syntax and semantics of this structure. In section 2., some syntactic and semantics of 

properties of “Ba” marker in Yalálag are discussed. Then in section 3., I make a comparison 

between definite marker “-en” in Yalálag and “ra” marker in Farsi.  

 

1. Progressive Aspect 

 

In Yalálag  as in other Zapotec languages, there are some verbs called positional verbs that come 

before the main predicate and assert the position of the subject.  

1) Llia  tasa 

Sit.1SG sleep.1SG 

“I was sitting sleeping.” 

(Mirrazi Interview; 11/27/17) 

2) Bdula  tasa 

Lay.1SG sleep.1SG 

“I was laying sleeping” 

(Mirrazi Interview; 11/27/17) 

3) bzia   bdawa   za'n. 

stood.1SG ate.1SG corn.DEF 

“I stood there eating the corn.” 

(Mirrazi Interview; 11/1/17) 

 

 

However, when the verb ze ‘stand’ appears in the imperfective and precedes another verb in the 

imperfective, it does not contribute the meaning of ‘standing’. Instead, it seems to enforce a 

‘progressive’ interpretation of the sentence. 

 

 

4)  Zia   llawa   za. 

AUX.1sg  eat.1sg  corn 

“ I am eating corn.” 

Comment: You don’t actually have to be standing for (4) to be true. 

(Mirrazi Interview; 9/27/17) 

 

When the verb ze ‘stand’ precedes another verb, but is in the perfective or is preceded by 

ba, then it must contribute the meaning of ‘standing’. 

 

5) Bzia  llawa   za’n. 

stood.1sg  eat.1sg corn.DEF 
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“I stood eating corn.” 

 

6) Ba  bzia   llawa   za’n. 

PERF  stood.1sg  eat.1sg   corn.DEF 

 “I stood eating corn.” 

 

As a progressive marker, ze  cannot take perfective complement. 

7) * Zia   bdawa   za’n. 

 AUX.1sg  ate.1sg  corn  

(Mirrazi Interview; 11/1/17) 

 

Progressive Auxiliary is Anomalous with Lexical Verb ‘Stand’ 

 

8) Zia   kwit  porten. 

stand.1sg  near  door.DEF 

“I’m standing near the door.” 

 

9)  * Zia   zia   kwit  porten 

   AUX.1sg  stand.1sg  near  door.DEF  

 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/25/17) 

 

1.1. Syntax 

- Word Order 

 

The progressive marker ze cannot follow the main verb. So, the word orders AUX V O , as in 

(5), and  AUX S V O   , as in 6 and 7, are impossible 

 

10) *llawa   zia    za'n 

  Eating.1SG AUX.1SG corn.DEF 

 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

11) *llawbe  Xhua'n  ze  za'n 

  Eating.3FAM Juan.DEF AUX corn.DEF 

 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

12) *llaw  Xhua'n  ze  za'n 

  Stand Juan.DEF AUX corn.DEF 

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

The progressive marker ze and the main verb cannot be separated with both subject and object, 

simultaneously. So, the word orders AUX S O V and AUX O S V are impossible.  

 

13) *ze   Xhua'n  za'n   llawbe 

  AUX  Juan.DEF corn.DEF eat.3FAM 

 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 
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14) *ze  za'n   Xhua'n  llawbe  

  AUX corn.DEF Juan.DEF eat.3FAM 

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

The main verb cannot precede subject. So, the word orders AUX V S O and O AUX V S are 

impossible. ( I realized that I haven’t checked AUX O V S , but I guess it should be impossible.) 

 

15) *ze  llaw  Xhua'n  za'n  

  AUX eat Juan.DEF corn.DEF 

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

16) *za'n   ze  llawbe   Xhua'n  

Corn.DEF  AUX eat.3FAM Juan.DEF  

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

Objects cannot appear between the progressive marker ze and the main verb, making the word 

order S AUX O V impossible. 

 

17) *Xhua'n  ze  za'n   llaw 

 Juan.DEF AUX corn.DEF eat 

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

The progressive marker ze and the main verb can be separated with subject. So, the word order 

AUX S V O is possible. 

 

18) ze  Xhua'n  llawbe   za'n 

AUX Juan.DEF eat.3FAM corn.3FAM 

“Juan is eating the corn.” 

 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

Both subject and object can be fronted, providing that they don’t break the above-mentioned 

generalizations. So, the word order S AUX V O and O AUX S V are grammatical. 

 

 

19) Xhua'n   ze  llaw  za'n   

Juan.DEF AUX eat corn.DEF 

“Juan is eating the corn.” 

 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

20) za'n   ze  Xhua'n  llawbe   

corn.DEF AUX Juan.DEF eat.3FAM 

“Juan is eating the corn.” 

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

- Clitic Matching with Auxiliary and Main Verb 
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When the subject appears before the auxiliary ze, the main verb can have a clitic only if the 

auxiliary does. (Seth Cable, handout) 

 

21)  Ze  Xhua’n  llawbe   za’n. 

AUX  Juan.DEF  eat.3FAM  corn.DEF 

“Juan is eating the corn.” 

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

22)  * Xhua’n  ze  llawbe   za’n. 

    Juan.DEF  AUX  eat.3FAM   corn.DEF 

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

23)  Xhua’n  ze  llaw  za’n. 

Juan.DEF  AUX  eat  corn.DEF 

“Juan is eating the corn.”  

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

   

24) *zebe  Xhua'n  llawbe   za'n 

  Stand.3FAM Juan.DEF eat.3SG corn.DEF 

 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

 

- Interaction with Negation 

 

Negation Must Precede the Progressive Auxiliary. 

 

25)  a. Bi  zia   llawa   za’ 

     NEG  AUX.1sg  eat.1sg  corn 

“I’m not eating corn.” 

b.      * Zia   bi  llawa   za’. 

 AUX.1sg  NEG  eat.1sg  corn 

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

26)  a.  Kelhe   zia   llawa   za’ 

  NEG   AUX.1sg  eat.1sg  corn 

    “I’m not eating corn.” 

b.      * Zia   kelhe  llawa   za’. 

     AUX.1sg  NEG  eat.1sg  corn 

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

 

Negative Indefinites Are Difficult to Front Over Progressive Auxiliary. The consultant prefers 

(24) over (25) 

 

27)  Bitbi  llawa 

Nothing  eat.1SG 
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“I'm not eating anything” 

 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

 

28) ? bitbi  zia  llawa 

   Nothing AUX.1SG eat.1SG 

“I'm not eating anything.” 

 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/8/17) 

 

29) Notlhu   llaw  za’. 

Nobody  eat  corn 

“nobody eats corn. 

 

30) *Notlhu  ze llaw  za’. 

   Nobody AUX  eat  corn 

 

- Interaction with Interrogative Pronoun 

 

Interrogative pronouns must front over the progressive marker ze. 

 

31)  Bida’n    zio   llawo? 

what.thing.DEF A UX.2sg  eat.2sg 

“What are you eating?” 

 

32)  * Zio   bida’n    llawo? 

    AUX.2sg  what.thing.DEF  eat.2sg 

 

1.2. Semantic 

 

Imperfective form in Yalálag is ambiguous between habitual and progressive reading. 

 

33) llawa   za 

eat.1SG  corn 

“I eat corn.” or “I’m eating corn.” 

(Mirrazi Interview; 9/25/17) 

 

The presence of ze defeats the habitual reading and disambiguate the meaning of sentence for 

progressive reading. 

 

34) Zia   llawa   za 

AUX.1SG eat.1SG corn 

“I’m eating corn.” ; NOT: “I eat corn.” 

 

- No Future Reading 

 

Unlike English, progressive aspect in Yalálag cannot have a future reading. 
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35) *zia   llawa   za'n   wxe 

AUX.1SG eat.1SG corn.DEF tomorrow 

(Mirrazi Interview; 10/11/17) 

 

- No preparation Reading 

 

The progressive form cannot be used if the event is only being planned and hasn’t actually 

started. 

 

36) *ba  zia   Palhis  na  na  bill  chajto 

PERF AUX.1SG Paris and now NEG to go 

Intended reading: “I was going to Paris but our trip was cancelled.” 

 (Individual Interview, 11/6/2017) 

 

2. “Ba” 

Ba can precede perfective and imperfective verbs. 

 

37) Ba  llawa   za’n 

PERF eat.1SG corn.DEF 

“I’m eating corn.”? 

 

When followed by a perfective verb, it contributes the perfect reading. 

 

38) ba  bdaw  Xhuan  za'n  

PERF ate Juan.DEF corn.DEF 

“Juan has eaten the corn.” 

  

Ba cannot be inflected for person. 

 

39) *babe   bdawbe  za'n 

  PERF.1FAM ate.1FAM corn.DEF 

 

 

2.1.Syntax 

 

- Word order 

Ba cannot follow positional verbs. 

 

40) *bzia   ba  llawa   za'n 

Stood.1sg PERF eat.1sg  corn.DEF 

 

41) *bzia   ba  bdawa   za'n 

 Stood.1sg PERF ate .1sg corn.DEF 

 

- Interaction with Negation 
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Ba is incompatible with negation (42-45) and negative indefinites (46).  

 

42) *bi  ba  bzia 

NEG PERF stood.1sg 

 

43) *Ba bi bzia 

  PERF NEG stood.1sg 

 

44) *kelhe ba  bzia 

NEG PERF stood.1sg 

 

45) *Ba kelhe bzia 

  PERF NEG stood.1sg 

 

46) *notlhu  ba llaw za 

  Nobody PERF eat corn 

   

2.2.Semantics 

 

When ba is followed by imperfective, the structure seems to have a perfect progressive reading. 

(47) is only true in a context that the speaker has been sitting for a while. When the speaker just 

sat down, (47) is bad. 

 

47) Ba  llia  lhaw  siy ni 

PERF sit.1sg on bench DEF 

 "I’m sitting on the bench.” 

(Mirrazi Interview, 12/6/2017) 

 
3. Ra vs. En  

 

ra is a morpheme in Farsi that may appear in three contexts: objects, adverbs, 

and topics. has previously been analyzed as a topic marker or differential object marker. 

In (48), ra is appearing on the specific object, `food.' 

 

48) Man  qaza  ra  xordam 

I  food  ra ate.1SG 

“I ate the food.” 

 

Non-specific singular objects do not get ra. 

 

49)  Man  qaza  mixoram 

 I food IMPF-eat-1sg 

“I eat food.” 

           

When ra appears on adverbs, it gives a durational reading to the adverb. Compare 50 and 51. 
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50) Man emshab ketab  mixoonam 

I  tonight  book  IMPF-read-1SG 

“I’m reading books tonight.” 

 

 

51) Man emshab ra ketab  mixoonam 

I  tonight  ra book  IMPF-read-1SG 

“I’m reading books tonight.( whole night)” 

 

When topicalized, an item that cannot be ra- marked in its base position, may get ra. 

  

52) Bache ra man midonam   Zahra behesh qaza  mide. 

Kid ra I  IMPFV-know-1SG Zahra to-him food IMPF-give-3SG 

“the kid, I know Zahra gave food to him.” 

 

I aimed to explore En-marking in Yalalag to see to what extent its distribution like ra is related 

to specificity and topicality. 

 

3.1. Similarities 

 

- Referring to Familiar Entities 

 

En-marked nominals can be used to refer to ‘universally familiar’ entities (including upon first 

mention in a discourse). 

53)  a. Bzu  willen.     

     rose  sun.DEF  

   “The sun rose. “ 

 

b.?? Bzu tu will 

        rose one sun 

    “A sun rose.” 

(Johnson Interview; 10/16/17) 

 

Our consultant commented that sentence (53b) is okay if we’re in some sci-fi fantasy setting 

where there’s more than one sun. 

The same thing can be said for Farsi. ‘Universally familiar’ entities in object position always get 

ra, unless we’re in some sci-fi fantasy setting where there’s more than one sun. 

 

54) a. Xorshid ra didam 

    Sun  ra saw.1sg 

“I saw the sun.” 

 

55) b.?? Xorshid didam 

        Sun saw.1sg 

“I saw a sun.” 
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- On Adverbs 

It seems that at least some adverbs can be En-marked. However, the semantic contribution of 

En is not clear here. 

 

56) naje'n  zullebe 

yesterday.DEF drunk.3FAM 

 “he was drunk yesterday.” 

 

57) naje  zullebe 

yesterday drunk.3FAM 

 “he was drunk yesterday.” 

 (Mirrazi Interview, 12/6/2017 

 

- Interrogatives 

 

Both bare and En-marked/ ra-marked interrogatives are possible in D-linked contexts.  

 

Context: I gave five students five authors to pick. I don’t know which students 

chose which authors, but I want to find out. 

 

58) a. Bi  bel  Malhia’n? 

    What  read  Maria.DEF  

    “What did Maria read?” 

 

b. Bi’n  bel  Malhia’n? 

    What.DEF read  Maria.DEF  

    “What did Maria read?” 

   (Ivan Interview; 10/23/17) 

 

59) a. Maria  chi ra xund 

   Maria  what ra read 

      “What did Maria read?” 

 

60) b. Maria chi ra xund 

   Maria  what ra read 

      “What did Maria read?” 

 

3.2.Differeneces 

 

- Plurals 

 

All plural DPs in object position must be ra-marked in Farsi but plurals in Yalalag can be En-

marked or not, depending on the context. 

 

61) Bacheha *(ra) doost daram 

Kids      ra like have.1sg 
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“I like kids” 

 

62) nolhka'n   llaw za 

woman.PL.DEF eat corn 

“those women eat corn.” 

 

63) zu  nolhka    llaw  za 

BE woman.PL.DEF eat corn 

“some women eat corn.” 

(Mirrazi Interview, 12/6/2017) 

 

- Possessives 

All possessives in object position must be ra-marked in Farsi  

  

64) Ali xunash  *(ra) foruxt. 

Ali house.his     ra sold 

“Ali sold his house.” 

 

In Yalalag, on the other hand, possessives can be En-marked or not. 

 

65) Baxhonjbe yo  kebe 

Ran to.3FAM house POSS.3FAM 

“Juan ran to his house.” 

(Class Interview, 10/4/2017) 

 

66) Ba  yot  Xhuan  yo kebe’n 

PERF sold Juan  house POSS.3FAM.DEF 

“ Juan sold his house.” 

 (Mirrazi Interview, 11/27/2017) 

 

- Negative indefinites 

 

Negative indefinite in Farsi can be ra-marked, but they cannot be En-marked in Yalalag. 

67) *Bitbi’n  blhelhe  Malhia’n 

Nothing.DEF saw  Maria.DEF 

 

68) Maria hichi  (ra) nadid. 

Maria  anything  ra NEG-saw 

“Maria saw nothing.” 

 

 


